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The Decidability of Equivalence for a 
Family of Linear Grammars 
AMIRAM YEHUDAI  
Computer Science Division, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat-Aviv, Tel-Aviv, Israel 
It is shown that the family of all linear grammars with a fixed ratio between the 
sizes of the terminal strings on both sides of the nonterminal in a right-hand side of 
production (which we call uniform linear grammars) has a decidable quivalence 
problem. The corresponding language family is properly contained in the linear 
unambiguous context-free languages and contains some nondeterministic languages. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Amar and Putzolu (1964; 1965) introduced a class of families of linear 
grammars called k-linear grammars, where k is a rational number. They 
showed that the language families all properly contain the regular sets, and 
that these families have some of the properties of the family of regular sets 
(e.g., closure under union, intersection, complement). They left open the 
question of.whether the intersection of all these families contain languages 
which are not regular. This problem was resolved by Semenov (1974), who 
showed that in fact the intersection of any two different such families yields 
exactly the family of regular languages. ' 
In this paper we consider the union of all these families which we call 
uniform linear and show the decidability of the equivalence problem. Can we 
decide, given two language ach of which is k-linear (not necessarily for the 
same value of k) whether or not they are equal? The equivalence problem for 
various families of languages is of great interest in the theory of formal 
languages. This problem is decidable for regular languages (Rabin and Scott, 
1959) and undecidable for context-free languages (Bar-Hillel et al., 1961). It 
is also undecidable for the family of linear context-free languages, as follows 
from Lemma 1 in (Baker and Book, 1974). The family of uniform linear 
languages is a natural and nontrivial subfamily of the linear languages for 
which equivalence is decidable. It should be noted that this family contains 
languages which are not deterministic context free and thus our result does 
not follow from decidability of equivalence for deterministic finite-turn 
pushdown automata (Valiant, 1974). It is hoped, however, that the 
techniques used in this paper may contribute to the work on the equivalence 
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problem for deterministic context-free languages, which remains open. Refer 
to (Harrison et al., 1979) for a short survey of some of the known results on 
the equivalence problem. 
Linear grammars (and languages) form an interesting and important 
subfamily of the context-free grammars (and languages). They have been 
studied from many aspects (Greibach, 1963; 1966; Gross, 1964; Haines 
1964; Book and Nivat, 1978) and this work should shed some light on this 
family as well. 
The paper is organized as follows. The remainder of the Introduction 
contains some basic definitions and notation. Section 1 gives the definitions 
of the grammar and language classes and relates them to other families. 
Basic properties of these families are also discussed. Section 2 contains the 
main results regarding the equivalence problem. Finally, in Section 3 we 
briefly list some open problems. 
Most of our notation is standard but we repeat he elementary definitions 
briefly. For details see (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969; Harrison, 1978). 
DEFINITION 0. 
tuple 
A context-free grammar (hereafter a grammar) G is a 4- 
G=(V,S ,P ,S ) ,  
where V and Z are two alphabets Z ___ V (letters in Z and in N = V-  Z are 
called terminals and nonterminals, respectively), S ~ N and P is a finite 
relation, P c N X V* (the set of productions). 
As usual, we write A -~ a is in P instead of (A, a) E P. 
We say that G is a linear (context-free) grammar if PEN× 
(S*NZ* U Z*). 
Certain conventions are adopted in usage of symbols. Capital letters near 
the beginning of the alphabet are used for elements of V or N. Lower case 
elements like a, b, e for elements of Z or Z a = Z U {A }. One uses a, fl, 7 .... 
for elements of V* and u, v, w,... for elements of S*. 
Let G = (V, Z, P, S) be a grammar. We define a relation ~ ___ V* X V* as 
follows. For any a, fl C V*, a =~ fl (read a directly derives fl) if a = a~Aa 2, 
fl = a 1 ~a 2 and A ~ ~ is in P for some A E N and a~, az, ~ E V*. =~* and =~+ 
are the reflexive transitive closure and the transitive closure of ~ ,  respec- 
tively, a ~*  fl is read a derives ft. When the grammar G involved must be 
specified we write =~a, =~*, etc. 
The language generated by G is the language 
L(C)= (w ~Z* I S~ w/. 
Two grammars are called equivalent if they generate the same language. 
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The concept of a derivation is needed. Let G = (V, 22, P, S) be a grammar 
and suppose, for some n ~> 0, 
a0=:~ a l  =~ a2  =~ . . .  zz~a n . 
Then this sequence is called a derivation of a n from a o or simply a 
derivation of  a n if a 0 = S. We may write a 0 =~n an to indicate the length of 
the derivation (i.e., number of steps). 
Each derivation defines a derivation tree. A grammar G is said to be 
unambiguous if each x E L(G) has exactly one derivation tree. A grammar is 
called reduced if for each A @ N exists x E Z* so that A =~* x and for each 
XE  V exist a, fl E V* so that S ~ * aXfl. 
For each a E V* [a[ denotes the length of a. 
For each a E V* we let L(a) = {w E 27" [ a ~* w}. We extend this to sets: 
L(L1) = {w EL(a)  ia E L1}. We will sometimes write a 1 = a 2 instead of 
L(a , )  = L(a2). 
For any language L ~_22" we define Min(L) = {x E L ] i fx  =yz, y E L 
then z = A }. 
1. DEFIN IT IONS AND RELAT IONS TO OTHER FAMIL IES  
DEFINITION 1 (Amar and Putzolu, 1965). Let k be a rational number. A 
k-linear grammar is a context-free grammar having only productions of the 
form 
A-~w, A~xBy,  A ,BEN,  x,y, wE22* and Ix[ =k .  lyl 
We will use a more restricted family of grammars. 
DEFINITION 2. For each i,j >/0 let gi,s be the family of linear grammars 
such that ( i)  All productions are of the form 
(i) A~w,  ACN,  wEX* , Iw I< i+ j ,  
(ii) A-~xBy, A, BEN,  x, yE22*, 
[xl=i, ]yl=j, 
and (2) A ~ xBy, A --* xB'y E P imply B = B'. 
We say that a language L is in 2¢~,j if L is generated by G C Yi~. A 
grammar (language) is called uniform if it is in Yia(-~/.J) for some i and j. 
It is clear that y i.s is contained in the family of i/j linear grammars. We 
will show that the language families are the same. 
First the following technical emma is needed. 
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LEMMA 1. Let  G= (V ,S ,P ,S )  be a grammar in gi.j, i , j>  0 and 
suppose A E N, x,y,  w E S*,  m >1 0 Ixl = mi, l Y[ = mj and A =~* xwy. Then 
there exists a unique B ~ N and a unique derivation A =~ m xBy such that 
B=¢.* w. 
Proof  The proof is an induction on m. 
Basis. m=0.  Thenx=y=A and if we le tB=AwegetA=~°xByand 
B~*w.  
Induction step. Assume the lemma holds whenever m < m 0 for some 
m 0 > 0. Now let m =m 0 and suppose Ixl =mi ,  lY[ =mj and A =~* xwy. 
There are unique factorizations x = ux', y = y'v, where [u I = i, I vl = j .  By 
Definition 2(2) there is a unique C E N such that A -~ uCv is in P, and this is 
the only possible first production used in A =~* xwy. So we may write A =~ 
ufv  ~*  ux'wy'v = xwy. Ix'l -- (m - 1) i and I J l  = (m - 1)j  so we can apply 
the induction hypothesis to C =~* x'wy'. If follows that there exists a unique 
BEN and a unique derivation C=:~m-lx'By ', where B=~* w. Hence 
A =~m xBy and this derivation is unique. I 
The following technical result is an application of Lemma 1 that will be 
needed later. 
LEMMA 2. Let G = (V ,S ,P ,S )  be a grammar in gi.j, i , j  > 0 and 
suppose A E N, x , z  C 27", A =~* xz, i divides Ixl and Izl > / ( j / i ) I x l ,  Then 
there exists unique B E N, z 1 , z 2 E 27* so that A ~ * xBz 2 =>* xz l z 2 = xz, 
and Iz2t = ( j / i ) I x l .  
Proof Let z 2 be the suffix of z of length ( j / i ) Ix l .  Apply Lemma 1 to 
A =~* XZlZ2. | 
THEOREM 1. Let  i , j>/0,  i+ j  > 0 and let G= (V ,~,P ,  S) be an i/j- 
linear grammar. Then we can construct an equivalent grammar G' C gi j .  
Proof  
Case 1. i and j are relatively prime: 
The construction has two phases. First we construct a grammar 
G"= (V" ,S ,  P", S")  satisfying condition 1 in Definition 2. This is done by 
factoring productions and introducing new nonterrninals whenever necessary. 
This is quite straightforward and the details are omitted. 
Now construct G'=(V ' ,S ,P ' ,S ' )  as follows. V'=N'U27,  where 
N' = 2N"(N"= W'-- Z), S '= {S"} and 
P' = {C ~ xDy I C C N, D = IB C N" IA --* xBy E P" for someA E C} 4: 0} 
U {C~w t C~N,A~ wCP" forsomeA E C}. 
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One can show by induction on n that for all n /> l ,  C~N,  w~S* ,  
// 
C =~a, W if and only if there exists A ~ C so that A =~,,n w. From this it 
follows that L(G') = L(G"). By the construction G' E ,¢~.g. 
Case 2. i = li', j = U', l > 1 and i', j '  are relatively prime. 
Then we construct G' ~ ~r,j, first (as above) and from it we obtain G = 
(V', S, P, S') by letting 
f i= IA~xBy[x ,  YEZ '* ,BEN' ,  A ~,l;'xBy t
U lA_~w[w~27, ,A  i I > w,i<~ l . 
G' 
It is easy to verify that G E ~i,j and L((~)= L(G'), using I_emma 1. II 
It is possible to state some of the concepts described above in terms of 
grammar forms (Cremers and Ginsburg, 1975) and strict interpretations 
(Bertsch, 1975; Cremers et aL, 1977). For each i , j>O let Ft, j=(V,~,,  
{S,a},{a},P i , j ,S  } be a grammar form, where Pi , j={S-*aiSai}kJ  
{S--, at l 0 ~< l < i +j}. The family of grammars G i obtained from Fia by 
strict interpretations 1 is exactly the family of grammers G" obtained in the 
first phase of the construction in the proof of Theorem 1. Applying the 
disambiguating procedure defined in Section 3 of (Ginsburg et al., 1979) to 
grammars of these family is equivalent to the second phase of the 
construction of Theorem 1, and hence yields exactly the family ~ j .  (Note 
that Fi, j is unambiguous.) 
The following result will help to show that certain languages are not in 
-~i. j .  
LEMMA 3 ('~/a pumping temma). Let L ~ 5~i a, where i,j > O. There 
exists an integer p > 0 such that for each z E L, Izl >p  there exist u, v, w, x, 
y such that lul/i = I Yl/J, z = uvwxy, Ivl/i = [xl/j > O, [vwxl <p and for each 
k >/O, uvkwxky E L. 
Proof. We follow the proof of the iteration theorem as it appears in 
(Bar-Hillel et al., 1961). We get that i fz  E L, [z I >p  then, for a certain ~i,j 
grammar G, S =>* uAy, A =~* vAx, A =~* w, z = uvwxy, Ivwx[ < p and either 
u, u, w 4: A or w, x, y 4: A. The rest follows from the fact that G @ ~q;.g. II 
We can now list a few properties of the language families in question. 
THEOREM 2. For each i,j >~ O. 
(1) -~1,o = -~o,~ -- Reg (regular). 
(2) L ~-~i,g i f  and only if L r  E-~g,i. 
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(3) 2¢~t d is closed under union, intersection and complement. 
(4) f /a  = L#kt,kjfor each k ) 1. 
(5) For i,j > O, -~id contains languages which are not deterministic 
context free. 
(6) -~i.j~ LCFL (linear context free). 
(7) Si , j~ UACFL (unambiguous context free). 
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) are trivial. Part (3) was shown in (Amar and 
Putzolu, 1965). 
To prove (4) we note that by Theorem 1 the family of i/j linear languages 
is contained in A~t d and also in ~i.kj.  The converse containments follow 
from the definitions. Hence .~/,j =-~ki,kj. 
The proof of (5) follows the proof that L= {wwr lwE {a,b}*} is not 
deterministic (Cole, 1964). Consider, for each i , j  > 0, the language L i j  
generated by the grammar with productions S~aiSa/]btSbi]A.  Clearly 
L i j  = {Or(co) ~j(a)r)]w C {a, b}*} C-~/,j, where for each l > 0 ~t is a 
homomorphism defined by Or(a) = a t, Ct(b) = b t. Let L},j = Min(Lt, j -- a*) 
(a + bm+J)a+ bm+J)a + ). Then L~.j = {atkb"i+J)a~i+;)tbJ~t+J)aJk [ ik > (i + j) l}. If 
Lid is deterministic then Lia must also be deterministic (Ginsburg and 
Greibach, 1966) but evidently L}d is not context free. 
The containment in (6) is trivial. To prove the containment in (7) suppose 
GE~t , j ,G -= (V ,Z ,P ,S )  and S~*  u, u ~22". Let m be the largest integer 
so that m(i +j) <. lul. Then there is a unique factorization u =xwy, Ix[ = mi, 
l yl = mj, 0 < I w] <. i +j. The uniqueness of the derivation S ~* xBy ~ xwy 
follows from Lemma 1. 
To prove that the containments in (6) and (7) are proper it suffices to 
show that L = {anbmc 2n+m I n, m ) 0} is not uniform linear, since L is both 
linear and unambiguous. So suppose L E L~/a some i,j > 0 (L is not regular 
so by (1) we need not consider i = 0 or j=  0). Let p be the constant from 
Lemma 3. First consider z = ape z~. Any factorization z = uvwxy satisfying 
UVkWXky E L for all k/> 0 must have v = a t, x = e zt, 1 > 0. This implies (by 
Lemma 3) that j  = 2i. If we consider z' = b% p we get, by the same argument, 
j = i. Then i = j  = 0 and we reached a contradiction that proves L cannot be 
uniform linear. I 
Before we continue we would like to remark that despite the existence of 
uniform linear languages which are not deterministic, they may be parsed top 
down without backtracking provided scanning is resumed from both ends 
(by Lemma 1). 
In (Amar and Putzolu, 1964) it is shown that for all i,j > 0, Reg~-C~.j. 
We need a result that will actually construct a £t~/grammar for each regular 
set. 
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THEOREM 3. Let R ~ 22* be a regular set, i, j > O. Then we can construct 
a grammar G C y~,j such that L(G) = R. 
Proof Let R = T(A), A = (Q,~,, J, qo,F) is a finite automaton. Define a 
grammar G= ( V, 27, P, S), where V = 27 U Q × 2 °, S= (qo, F) and 
P= {(q~,QO-*u(q~,Q~)vIq~EQ, Q~Q,u~, i ,  vE27J, 
q~ = J(ql, u) and Q2 = {q E Q I J(q, v) E Q1}} 
u{(qt ,Q~)~w[q~ Q,Q~ Q, wE22*,lw[ < i+ jand6(q~,w)  E Qt}. 
G simulates computations of A both moving forward (i symbols at a time) 
and backwards ( j  symbols at a time). 
Clearly G E g~.j and the fact that L(G)=R follows from the following 
claim (which can be proved by an induction on [Iwl/(i+j)] ([m] is the 
largest integer not greater than m). 
Claim. (ql, Q~) =~* w if and only if 6(q l, w) E Qj. II 
we  now define a mapping between L~/.j languages and regular sets, that 
will help establish important properties of the former family. 
DEFINITION 3. For any i,j>/O let Aia be a new alphabet, having two 
disjoint parts. A~.j= {[x ] lxE27* , lx l= i+ j}  and A~'a= {[x]lxE27*, 
- ' UA" Let be a mapping from 22* to A.*. as 0~<lx [ < i+ j ) .  Ai , j -  Aid id" ~°i,J ,,J 
follows. For each z E 27* factor z (uniquely) as z = xlx2 ... xmWYm "'" Yx, 
m/>0 for all k, l~k~m,  [Xk[=i, ]ykl=j  and O~]wl<i+ j. Then 
~Oi,j(Z)= [XlYl][X2Y2] "'" [XrnYml[W ]. 
The subscripts i and j will henceforth be omitted in A and ~0 whenever no 
confusion may result. 
We extend (p to languages in the usual way ¢(L) = {~0(z) I z ~ L}. 
Note that ~p(Z'*)= A'*A" and that ~0 is 1-1. 
LEMMA 4. Let i, j  > 0 and L E L~i.j. Then ~o(L ) is regular. Moreover one 
can construct a right linear grammar for it, 
Proof Let L = L(G), G E ~i,j, G = (V, 27, P, S). Let G' = (V, 27, P', S) 
P' = {A ~ [uv] B IA -~ uBv is inP} ~3 {A ~ [w] I A ~ w is in P}. 
It is easy to verify that L(G ' )= ~0(L). The result follows since G' is right 
linear. 
We illustrate the last results by the following. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let G E ~1,2 contain the productions S-~ aSab l aAba} a, 
A o'aAabIbb[A. Then G' may be defined to have productions 
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S~ laab] SllabalA[ [a] and A--* laablA Ilbb]l [.41. L(G')=~o(L(G))= 
laabl* [abal[aabl* {[bbl, [A]t [aab]* [a]. 
We note in passing that it is possible to strengthen Lemma 4 in order to 
get a result about "minimization" of gi,j grammars. We just construct a 
finite automaton from G', reduce it and from the reduced finite automaton 
recreate a g~,j grammar for the original language. Details are omitted as this 
result is not needed here. 
2. THE EQUIVALENCE PROBLEM 
We start this section by considering a very simple case. 
THEOREM 4. It is decidable whether L(G1)=L(G2)  , [L(G,)c_L(G2))] 
for given GI, G2 ~ yio, i,j >/O. 
Proof Since ~0 of Definition 3 is 1-1, L(GO~_L(G2) if and only 
~o(L(G1) ) c ¢(L(G2) . This is decidable since these are regular languages. II 
Theorem 4 may be obtained as a special case of Theorem 4.3 of 
(Ginsburg et al., 1979) if we recall the fact that all gt,~ grammars are the 
result of a strict interpretation applied to one grammar form. 
The decidability of the equivalence problem for yi,j grammars can also be 
obtained by a direct algorithm. This algorithm constructs transformation 
trees (Harrison et al., 1979), and is similar to the algorithm for deciding 
equivalence of simple languages (Korenjak and Hopcroft, 1966). We will 
shortly describe this approach, which will be used to solve a more general 
problem. But first we need another trivial result. 
THEOREM 5. It is decidable whether L(G) c_ R, R ~_ L(G), L(G) = R 
for a given G C ~id and R C Reg. 
Proof Follows from Theorems 3 and 4. II 
We now turn to the more general question of deciding equivalence Of two 
uniform grammars which do not lie in the same family. By Theorem 2(4) we 
may assume, without loss of generality, that G1 C ~i,j~, G2 E ~'t&, where 
Jl ( J2"  
We first illustrate our decision procedure by means of an example. This 
will be followed by a more precise formulation of our result. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let i = 1, Jl = 1, Jz = 2 and the grammars G~, Gz contain 
the following productions: 
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G1: S l~aAb lbCb lb  
A ~aAb laBa lbCb la lb lA  
B ~ aBa la [A  
C~ bCb lb lA  
and 
G2: $2 -~ aEab l aDbb l bFbb I ab [ bb l b 
D ~ aDbb I aEab [ aEaa I bFbb I aa I ab I bb I a I b [ A 
E ~ aEaa I aa I a I A 
V bFbb l bb l b l A. 
L(GI) = L(G2) if and only if S~ -= S z. Looking at the production for $1 
we note that L(S  0 = aL(A) b Y bL(C) b U {b}, where these three sets are 
disjoint. Similarly 
L(S2) = aL(E) ab U aL(D) bb U bL(F) bb k.) {ab, bb, b}. 
This may be rewritten as 
L(S2) = a(L(Ea) U L(Db) U IA }) b U b(L(Fb) U {A }) b U {b}. 
We have. expressed L(S1) and L(S2) as disjoint union of three sets each. It is 
easy to see now that $1 --- $2 if and only ifA --- {Ea, Db, A } and C - {Fb, A } 
(the third parts in L(S1), L(S2) are identical). This is a two-sided 
generalization of the A transformation introduced in (Korenjak and 
Hopcroft, 1966) and used in a broader sense in (Harrison et aL, 1979). It is 
no accident hat in the left-hand side of the new pairs we get single nonter- 
minals of G1, while sets in the right-hand side are of the form 
{ClYl, C2y 2 ..... Cm,Ym, z1,... , Zl} , where the Ck'S are  nonterminals of G2, 
yg's are terminal strings (all of the same length) and the zk's are shorter 
terminal strings. The A transformation may be applied repeatedly to the new 
pairs, and yields a tree as in Fig. 1. In this process left-hand sides of pairs 
must repeat. For instance, we get that if S 1 - S 2 then A = {Ea, Db, A } and 
A - {Dbb, Eab, Eaa, a, b, A }. (The two appearances of, e.g., A are circled in 
Fig. 1.) But this would imply that {Ea, Db, A } - {Dbb, Eab, Eaa, a, b, A }. 
The first of these sets (the one that appears closer to the root of the tree) 
describes a language which may be partitioned to three disjoint languages. 
The other set can be split accordingly so that the last equivalence implies 
{E} -- {Ea, A} and {D} --- {Db, Ea, A }. These last two equations involve only 
nonterminals of G 2. In fact we may get such equations for all nonterminals 
of G2 that are self-embedding (Chomsky, 1959). Occurrences of these 
symbols in Fig. 1 that yield the desired equations are underlined. Thus we 
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(/@t,tE_ a,D_b,A}) (I©t,JF-b,A~) 
({@}, { D b b , ~ ~  \ 
d B}, ({ C}, (1©}, Eaa,a,b,A}) {Eaa,a,A}) {Fbb,b,A}) {Fbb,b,A}) 
FIG. 1. Transformation tree for the grammars G~ and G 2 of Example 2. 
also obtain {F} - {Fb, A }. These equations may be solved to yield regular 
expressions. Recall that if A ~ T 1 then L = L • T 1 U T z has a unique solution 
L = T 2 T~I (cf. Aho and Ullman, 1972). 
In the current example we need to solve the set of equations 
L(E) = L(E) a W {A} 
L(D)=L(D)bU (L(E)aL) {A}) 
L(F)=L(F)bU {A}. 
The solution is 
L(E) = a* 
L(D) = a'b* 
L(F) = b*. 
S 2 is not self-embedding, but we know that 
L(S2) = aL(E) ab U aL(D) bb U bL(F) bb Y {ab, bb, b} 
so by substitution we get 
L(S2) = aa*ab U aa*b*bb W bb*bb U {ab, bb, b}, 
which my be simplified to obtain 
L(S2) = a*b +. 
We have shown that if L (G1)= L(G2) then L (G2)= a*b +. So L (G1)= 
L(G2) if and only if L(G1) = a*b + and L(G2) = a*b ÷. By Theorem 5 this 
may be checked. Here it turns out that the two equalities hold so indeed 
L(G1)=L(G2). 
If  G 1 were altered, say by dropping the production B-o aBa, we would 
still obtain the same tree as in Fig. 1 and the same equalities to check. 
643/47/2-4 
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However, L(GI)  = a*b + would no longer be true so that in this case L(G~) 
L(Gz). If $1 ~ b (or $2~ b) were dropped then in applying the A transfor- 
mation to ({$1}, {$2}) we would obtain a contradiction to the equivalence 
and stop the decision procedure immediately announcing that 
L(G1)~L(G2). 
We now state and prove the main lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let G~ ~ Yia, G2 E gia2, Jl <J2. If L(G1) =L(G2) , then one 
can construct a regular expression R such that L (G1)= L (G2)=R.  
Proof. Suppose L(G1) = L(G2), G t = (V t, S, Pl, $1) for l = 1, 2. We start 
with the following claim. 
Claim 1. Let A E N 1 so that S 1 =>* uAv for some u, v E 2;* and let m = 
((j2-J l)/ J l)tV[. Then there exist (computable) sets aA,,,~N227 m and 
flA,m ~-~ '2~ -1  such that A - aA, m t..) flA,m. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let z E L(A). Then uzv E L(S1). 81 ~ S 2 so 
S2=~*2uzv. I f  I z l )m then I zv l>/m+lv l=( ( j2 - j , ) / j l ) i v i+[v[= 
(]2/Jl) [v[ = (jr~i) [u[. Clearly i divides [u I so that by Lemma 2 exist B E N z, 
x, z2E27* such that Sz=~* uBz2=~* uxz2=uzv and [z2[=(jz/i)]u]= 
(j2/J1)[V] > IV[. It follows that v must be a suffix of z 2 so write z2=yv 
where ]y[ = [z 2 ] - [v[ = (j2/jO[v[ - [v[ = m. Now let %,m = 
{By [ B E NE, y E 27m, Sz =~*~ uByv} and flA,m = {Z l Z E ,F,'2 -1, $2 =~'2 uzv}. 
aA, m and fla,m are clearly computable, and it follows from the above 
arguments that L(A ) ~ L(aA,m U ~A,m ). If z E L(aA,m k-J ~A,m) then 
S z =~* uzv hence also S 1 =~* uzv and by Lemma 1 z E L(A). 
If we use Claim 1 twice for the same A E N1, we obtain two equations 
A --- a ~ fl, A - a '  ~J fl', where a, fl, a',  fl' are over  V 2 . Hence a ~3 fl --- a'  U fl'. 
If this last equation could be simplified we may obtain an equation of the 
form B-  a"U  fl', B E N 2 and a ' ,  fl" are over V 2. If such equations are 
found for all B E N2, and if they may be solved and yield regular 
expressions, our goad would be reached. 
We now show how to obtain such equations for each self-embedding 
nonterminal of N 2 (Chomsky, 1959), and later we show how to solve the 
equations. 
Let N'z = {B E N 2 [ B :::>*G2 xBy for some x, y C 27 + }. N~ is the set of self- 
embedding nonterminal symbols of G2 (Chomsky, 1959). Let N~ = N 2 --N~. 
k k Let B E N~. Consider an infinite set of derivations S2=%2WlW2W3W4W 5, 
k>~0 for some wl, w2, w3, w4, wsE27 +, where $2~* wlBw~, 
B ::>'2 w2Bw4 and B ~ '2  w3. There are corresponding derivations 
S 1 ::>* wIWkAkZk where z k is the suffix of length (jl/i)[wlwk21 of w~w 4. The 
infinite sequence A 1, A 2 ..... A k .... must have some element of N 1 appearing 
twice. So suppose A=Ak=A l k <l. Let ul=wlwk2, u2=w~ -k, Vl---zk, 
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yv I = w~w 4 and /)2/)1 = Z I. Then we have S 1 ~*  ulAv I ~'1UlU2Av2/)l; 
S2=>*2u~Byv I with vz--/=A. For each zE2;*  zyEL(A)  if and only if 
z EL(B) .  On the other hand, taking m=(( j2 - j l ) / j l ) l vzv l l  one can 
compute aA. m and ~A,rrt such that A----OtA,mUflA,m. NOW let a'A,m = 
ICy' ] Cy'y E aA,m } and//],m = {z' [ z'y C t~A,m}.  Note that O~tA,m ~ N22;" and 
//],m _c2;] where n = m - [y [  > 0. Moreover for each z E 2;* z EL (a ] ,mU 
/~],m) if and only if zy E L(aA,,, U//A,m ) =L(A)  which holds if and only if 
zCL(B) .  So that B=--a'A,mUI~'A,m . Also note that if Cy'Ca'A, m then 
B => + ffC6 for some if, 6 C 2;*. 
Repeating this for each B E N~ we obtain a set of equations of the form 
= c0 u L (C l )L ,  u C(C2)Z2 u ... UL(C )L , (1) 
where Lo,L  ~ ..... L m are finite languages, Ct E N 2 and B E N~. Solving these 
equations for all B ~ N~ yields new equations 
L(B) =Rs  (2) 
for all B E N~, where R B is a regular expression containing symbols from Z 
and L(C) for C ~N~. If L(C) appears in R B then B => + ffCf for some 
u, v E Z*. 
We now consider BEN'z'. Suppose P2~ {B} X V~2 = {B-~XaClY l ]" .  I 
Xm Cm Ym [ Wl ] W21 "'" Wn } where xi, Yi, wj C T,*, Ci E Nz. Then we obtain a 
set of equations, one for each B ~ N~ as follows 
L(B)  = X lL (C l )y  1 k_) xzL (Cz)y  2 U . . .  U XmL(Cm)Y m 
~...) W l ~.J . . . ~_) W n . 
(3) 
We now need to solve sets (2) and (3) together. That this is possible 
follows from the next claim. 
Claim 2. Let Rel ~ N2 × N2 be the relation (B, C) @ Rel if and only if 
L(C) appears in the right-hand side of the equation in (2) or (3) for L(B). 
Then Rel is acyclic. 
Proof of Claim 2. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that 
(E, E) ~ Rel + for some E E N 2. Then there exists F E N 2 so that 
(E, F) E Rel, (F, E) E Rel*. If E E N~ then F E Ng since (E, F) can then 
follow only from equation (2). Then we can consider (F, F) E Rel +. So there 
is no loss of generality in assuming E ENg. But then (E, E )E  Rel + implies 
E ~+2 ffE~ for some u, v ~ Z* contradicting the fact that E @ N~'. 
By Claim 2 we find an ordering B I ,B  2 ..... BtN21 SO that in Eq. (2) or (3) 
for L(Bh) the right-hand side contains ymbols 27U {L(Bt) [ 1 ~ t < h} only. 
We can solve the equations by first substituting the right-hand side of the 
equation for L(B1) everywhere L(BI) appears, then repeating this for 
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B2,B 3 ..... Thus we obtain regular expressions over S for each B E N 2, and 
in particular an expression R for S z. 
Lemma 5 yields the following result. 
THEOREM 6. The equivalence problem for uniform linear grammars is 
decidable. 
Proof. Without loss of generality assume G1 E gi,j,, G2 E ~i,j~,Jl/>J2. If 
J~ =J2 use Theorem 4. Otherwise compute the regular expression R as in 
Lemma 5. L(G1)=L(G2) if and only if L(G 0 =R and L(G2)=R, which 
may be decided (by Theorem 5). II 
Using Lemma 5, we can also get an alternative proof to the intersection 
problem for k-linear languages posed in (Amar and Putzolu, 1965) and 
Solved in (Semenov, 1974). Our proof seems more constructive than the one 
in (Semenov, 1974). 
THEOREM 7. For each il,i2,jl,j2>/O, if ~,a2-~di,a2 then .i'~i,,s,(3 
L~/2,~2 = Reg. 
Proof. Two distinct families of uniform linear languages may be 
expressed as -~i,ji,-~/~/~Jl <J2. The result follows immediately from Lemma 
5. II 
We end with a negative result. 
THEOREM 8. It is undecidable whether a given contextfree grammar 
generates a uniform linear language. 
Proof. The family of uniform linear languages i contained in the finitely 
inherently ambiguous languages, and includes {a, b}* which is an unbounded 
regular set so that by (Hunt and Rosenkrantz, 1978) our result follows. II 
3. OPEN PROBLEMS 
The following problems remain open: 
(1) Can we decide regularity of a given uniform linear language? (We 
conjecture that this problem is decidable.) 
(2) Given a linear context-free language, can we decide if it is uniform 
linear? (Recall Theorem 8.) 
(3) Is the inclusion problem for uniform linear grammars decidable? 
(Contrast Theorem 4 with Theorem 6.) 
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